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SRPPF Future End State
Status

- Clear objective - CD4 for SRPPF Project by 2032
- Design nearing 60%; Gloveboxes/Process Equipment Design at 90%; Balance of Plant Design at 50%
- Authorized Site Prep Work Ahead of Schedule
- Driving Early Fabrication/Construction Along Critical and Near Critical Paths
- Knowledge Transfer and Mutual Support with LANL and LLNL plus use of MTC and later HFTOC to develop competency and to Accelerate Path to FPU
- Develop the workforce pipeline through partnerships and recruitment programs to include Apprenticeships
Workforce for the Future

FY23 SRNS Apprenticeship Enrollment: 367
Active MOU Partners in Education: 15
Robust Apprenticeship Program
Targeting WORC Grant Recipients: Scholarships funded by DOE/NNSA
Succession Planning and Mentoring Programs

1,533 FY23 new hires • 771 FY23 growth • 1,344 FY24 forecasted new hires

Forecasted News Hires Over Next 5 Years with Projected Attrition: 9,200
INNOVATION • DEFENSE
NONPROLIFERATION • ENVIRONMENT

SRNS

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions
We make the world safer.